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AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR UNITARY

AND ORTHOGONAL REPRESENTATIONS
OF FINITE GROUPS

BY

D. Z. DJOKOVIC AND I. F. BLAKE(X)

Abstract. Let G -*■ GL ( V) be a faithful orthogonal representation of a finite

group G acting in an Euclidean space V. For a unit vector x we choose ## 1 in G so

that | gx — x\ is minimal and put S(x) = | gx — x\. We study the class of vectors x which

maximize S{x) and have the additional property that | ̂ -jc — jc| depends only on the con-

jugacy class of g e G. For some special types of representations we are able to charac-

terize completely this class of vectors.

1. Introduction. Let G be a finite group and V a finite-dimensional real (resp.

complex) vector space. We assume that V is equipped with a symmetric (resp.

hermitian) positive definite form (x, y) and so V is an Euclidean (resp. unitary)

space. In the hermitian case we stipulate that (Xx, p.y) = Xß(x,y).

Let T be an orthogonal (resp. unitary) representation of G on V. Instead of

T(g)x we shall write gx (geG, xe V). Kas a C-module has an orthogonal splitting

into irreducible submodules. The number of summands is the length of V. If every

irreducible submodule of V is isomorphic to a fixed irreducible G-module W then

we shall say that V is homogeneous of type W. For xe V choose g e G\N such that

\gx—x\ is minimal and put 8(x) = \gx—x\. Here A^=ker T.

Definition 1. A vector xe V is optimal if x#0 and 8(x) = sup 8(y) where the

supremum is over all y e V such that \y\ = \x\. We say that x is strongly optimal if

it is optimal and \gx — x\ depends only on the conjugacy class of g e G.

If x is optimal or strongly optimal so is Xx for A^O. It is clear that optimal

vectors exist. If vV =£ G then 8(x) > 0 for optimal x.

The problem of finding optimal vectors was raised by D. Slepian in his paper

[4] where he studies the group codes. Such codes possess many desirable properties

from a communication theory point of view. We shall determine all strongly

optimal vectors for some particular (7-modules.

We consider only orthogonal (resp. unitary) finite dimensional representations

of G. All isomorphisms of G-modules are assumed to preserve the length. By
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R, C, H we denote real numbers, complex numbers and quaternions, respectively.

RG and CG are the group algebras of G.

2. Formula for distances. Let A" be a conjugacy class of G and \K\ the number

of elements in K.

Theorem 1. Let V be a real or complex G-module and V= V± ©■ • -0 Vs the

decomposition into homogeneous components. Thus V¡ _L_ V¡for i^j. If x = x1+ ■ ■ ■

+ xs, xt e Vt then

0) lir 2 (**.*)= Í]jfxf,
Ia I geK i = l   "i

and

(2) ¿2l^-^l2 = 2|^|2-2Î^Rexf.
I" I  geK 1=1      "i

Here, x¡ is the character of G afforded by some irreducible submodule of V¡, «¡ = Xi(l)

andx? = Xi(g)forge K.

Proof. Note that (1) implies (2). We shall prove (1) only for V complex. The

proof for real V is similar. When V is real irreducible this has been proved by

Slepian [4].

Let us assume first that Kis irreducible. Then by Schur's lemma 29Ek T(g) = ^~ 1

where T is the representation afforded by V and A a scalar. By taking traces we get

\ = (\\ri)\K\xK where x is tne character afforded by V, « = x(l) and xK = x(g) f°r

geK. Thus 29eK (gx, x) = \\x\2 and (1) is valid in this case.

In the general case we decompose each V¡ into orthogonal sum of irreducible

submodules Vi=Vil@- ■ -® Viki and write xl=xll+ • ■ ■ +xiki, xtj e Vi}. Then

2 (#*> x) = 2 2 (#*»> xw)
geK i.i geK

Iv   I2

which proves (1).

Definition 2. Let V be a real or complex G-module and xeV. We say that x is

balanced, resp. strongly balanced, if Re (gx, x), resp. (gx, x), depends only on the

conjugacy class of g eG.

We note that in the case when V is real, balanced and strongly balanced vectors

coincide. If V is complex let Vo be the real G-module obtained by restriction of

scalars. Then x is balanced in V if and only if it is balanced in Vo.

Corollary 1. x is balanced, resp. strongly balanced if and only if

Re (gx, x) = 2 h W2 Re nu),       Vg e G;

resp.

(gx,x)=2^\Xi\2Xi(g),       VgeG.
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Corollary 2. Let V be a real or complex G-module and Vo the real G-module

obtained from V by restriction of scalars. Assume that Vo is homogeneous. Ifx e V,

x#0 then x is balanced if and only if it is strongly optimal. A necessary and sufficient

condition for this is that Re (gx, x) = (l/n)\x\2 Re x(g)> Vg e G. Here, x is the charac-

ter afforded by an arbitrary irreducible submodule of V and « = x(l).

3. Decompositions of homogeneous modules. Let W be an irreducible real or

complex C7-module and let D be the endomorphism ring of W as a G-module.

By Schur's lemma D is a division ring. If W is complex then D = C. If W is real

then D = R,CorH.lfD = Rwe shall say that W is of the first kind, if D = H then

Wis of the second kind and if D = C then Wis of the third kind [3, p. 11-47].

Theorem 2. IfaeD then a* = 5 where 5 is the conjugate of a in D and a* is the

adjoint of a with respect to the form (x, y).

Proof. The form (ax, ay) is G-invariant. Since W is irreducible we have

(ax, ay) = f(a)■ \a\2(x, y),        Vx, y e W,

where/(ct)>0. The function/is continuous for a^O,f(l)=l,f(Xa)=f(a) for real

A and/(ffT)=/(a)/(r). These properties imply that/(a) = 1 for all a e D.

Theorem 3. Let V be a homogeneous real or complex G-module of type W and

length k. Let V=V1@- ■ ■© Vk be a fixed orthogonal splitting into irreducible

submodules and fi: W^» Vt a fixed set of G-isomorphisms.

(a) Let a = (ai}), \-¿i,jek, be a unitary matrix over D, i.e. a*a=l where a* is

the conjugate transpose of a. Define

/;= i/.*./,    líjÉk.

Then each fj is a G-monomorphism and V=f{(W)@- ■ -®fk(W) is an orthogonal

splitting.

(b) Every orthogonal splitting of V into irreducible submodules can be obtained

by the method described in (a).

(c) Two unitary matrices a and t give rise to the same splitting if and only if

o=tX where X is a diagonal unitary matrix.

Proof, (a) It is clear thatf}(gx)=gf'¡(x) holds for all g e G, x e V. The remaining

assertions follow from
k

(fi(x),f'j(y)) =   2 (fr"rlX,Mriy)

=   2 (ffrt*> °W) =  ((2 dri°ri\x,y\  =  K(x,y),

where we used Theorem 2 and 8if is the Kronecker symbol.

(b) Let V=Vl@- ■ •© Vk be an arbitrary orthogonal splitting of V into irre-

ducible submodules. Let//: W-^V[, 1^/gfc, be G-isomorphisms and let it,,
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l^iúk, be the orthogonal projector on P¡. By definition of D we have ttj of

=f,Oji for some an e D. For x, y e Wwe have

hix,y) = (//(*),/;(j)) = (lfr°nx, ifr°riy)
\r = 1 r = 1 /

k Ik \

- 2 (ar<x' any) =    2 5nariX,y).
r = 1 \r = 1 /

This implies that the matrix a=(aij) is unitary.

(c) Assume that two unitary matrices a = (aij) and t=(tíj) give rise to the same

splitting of V. Then 2JL ifran = Œi = ifrTri)\ f°r some A¡ e D. Thus arl = TriX.i, i.e.

o-=tA where A is a diagonal matrix.

Definition 3. A vector xeV is principal if there exists a scalar A and the vectors

t¡eW (l^ifík) such that \h\ = l (l^i^k), the subspaces Dt¡ (lèi^k) are or-

thogonal to each other and x=Á 2f_ i/O0-

(77ze notation is the same as in Theorem 3.)

Theorem 4. The definition of principal vectors is independent of the choice of the

splitting V= Kj ©• • ■© Vk and the isomorphisms /: W-> Vt. The same is true for

the subspace of W spanned by tlt ..., tkifx^=0.

Proof. Let V[, //, a be as in the proof of Theorem 3. Write x=x[+ ■ ■ ■ +x'k,

x[ e V¡. We have

k k k k

2 *í =   2 X' =   2//r_1^ =     2   f^srfr'^r
s = l r = l r = l r,s = l

where t=(tst) is some unitary matrix over D. Thus/S'_1(xs) = 2?=i Tsr/r_1(Xr).

All the assertions follow from this equality. Let for instance D = H. Then

{fi-\x'3),fi-\x't)) = 2 (Wr1*,,^/,-^)

fc A:

= 2 (Wi"1*!. TtJr'-Xi) = 2 Reí^TsOí/r1^,/-1^)

= 2 ReÍT^ñ,)!^!2 = s^i^il2.
1 = 1

4. Strongly balanced vectors.   In the real (resp. complex) group algebra of G we

introduce symmetric (resp. hermitian) positive definite form by

( 2 t(g)g> I v(g)g) = 2 HsMg)
\geG gea I        gea

Then the left regular representation of G is orthogonal (resp. unitary).

Let W be an irreducible real (resp. complex) G-module and V the homogeneous

component of type W of the group algebra. Let n = dim W and let k be the length

of V. If W is complex then n=k. If IF is real then n=k, Ak or 2k depending on
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whether Wis of the first, second or third kind. In all cases k is the dimension of W

as Z>-vector space.

Let V= V1@- • •© Vk be an orthogonal splitting into irreducible submodules

and/: W-> Vt G-isomorphisms.

We can write \=e + e' where eeVand e' ± V. Since Vis a minimal two-sided

ideal of the group algebra of G we have [1, p. 236]

e = rk 2 x(g)g>
I "I 9SG

e is in the center of the group algebra and it is an idempotent, i.e. e2 = e^0. Since

\e\2 = (e,e) = (e, l)=«a/|G|, (ge, e) = (g, e) = (n/\G\)x(g) = (lln)\e\2x(g), we see that

e is strongly balanced.

Definition 4. A basis tu .. .,tk of the D-vector space W is called D-orthonormal

basis if | ?j | = 1,1 S i Ú k, and the subspaces Dtt, l^i^k, are orthogonal to each other.

Theorem 5. Let V be a homogeneous component of type W of RG or CG. Then

xeV is strongly balanced if and only if it is principal.

Proof. Sufficiency. Let tu..., tk be a Z)-orthonormal basis of W and

^=A2!c=1/i(ii)-Then

(gx, x) = |A|2 2 (gfi(h),fi(tù) = -^ 2 (*'.. '<)•

If W is complex or real and of the first kind then 2?= i (gU, f¡) = x(g)-

In the remaining two cases the arguments are similar. We consider only the case

when W is real and of the second kind.

Let ete D(0Siú3) satisfy e0 = 1, exe2 = e3, e2e3 = eu e3ex = e2, e\=e\=e%=-ea.

Then
k k

2 i&h o = 2 te^'i' eiO
k k

= 2 te^'i» e2h) = 2 (£e3Íi, e3t¡).
( = 1 i = l

Since Ak = n and 4k vectors /¡, e^,, e2rf, e3/¡ (1 úi^k) form an orthonormal basis

of W it follows that 2«==! (gU, h)=h(g)-
Necessity. Let x=Xi + • • • +xk, x¡ € Vu and ff=/f K-kO- Let Tbe the representa-

tion of G afforded by W and End ( W) the algebra of all linear transformations of

W. The subalgebra of End (If) generated by T(g), geG, coincides with the

commuting algebra of D in End (W) (see Wedderburn's theorem, [2, p. 445]). Let

W = X© y be a direct decomposition of W as D-vector space where Y is spanned

by tu..., tk. Let P be the projector on Y with kernel X. Then P belongs to the

subalgebra generated by T(g), geG. Since

k |r|2

2 (gh, tt) = ̂ L x(g)
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holds for all g e G we must have also

k |v|2

2(Pti,td=l-^-tr(P).
i = l n

Thus tr(P) = 0 and so tu ..., tk is a basis of IF as D-vector space.

The rest of the proof depends on D. We shall only consider the case D = H;

the arguments are similar in other cases.

The vectors tt, e^, e2t¡, e3tt (1 ̂ i^k) form a basis of W as real vector space.

Let A be a linear transformation of IF as D-vector space. If Atj=Jtf=1 aj;í¡, <ríy e H,

CT,y=af¡e0 + ajj-ex + a%e2 4- a%ez, a¡] e R, then

k      3

Aettf = etAtj = e, 2 2 "^»'r-
r=ls=0

By assumption we have 2f=i C¿'>> 0) = (IJCI2//I)tr (^)> i-e-

2    2 «?>(««'» 'i) =     „     2 a°ir
r,i=ls = 0 "    i = \

Since af, can be chosen arbitrarily this implies that (est„ t¡) = 0 if r ^j or s j= 0, and

I'll = j^21 = • • • = |ffc|. Thus x is principal.

Corollary 1. Let V be as in the theorem. Ifx^O is strongly balanced then V is

generated by x as G-module.

Proof. Let X be the submodule of V generated by x. Then we can choose an

orthogonal splitting F=F1©---©Ffc into irreducible submodules so that

X= Fi ©• • •© Fr for some r, l^r^k. The theorem implies that r=k, i.e. X= V.

5. Balanced vectors. We need only to consider the complex case. Let W be an

irreducible complex G-module. IF is of the first kind if it is isomorphic to the com-

plexification of a real irreducible G-module. It is of the second kind if it affords a

real character but is not of the first kind. It is of the third kind if the character

afforded by W is not real.

Theorem 6. Let V be a complex G-module such that the real G-module Vo,

obtained from V by restriction of scalar s, is isomorphic to a homogeneous component

of RG. Then xeVis balanced in V if and only if it is principal in Vo.

Proof. Note that the scalar product in Vo is introduced by (x, y)0 = Re (x, y).

Thus x is balanced in V if and only if it is balanced in Vo. The assertion now

follows from Theorem 5.

If W is an irreducible complex G-module then there exists another irreducible

complex G-module W such that the characters afforded by W and W are conjugate

to each other. The module IF is determined uniquely up to isomorphism. We shall

say that W is the conjugate module of W. If IF is of the first or second kind then

IFs W. When IF is of the third kind then W is not isomorphic to W.
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If X and Y are complex vector space then an additive mapping a: X-> Y is

called semilinear if a(Xx) = Xa(x) for all x e V and XeC. Now let X and Y be

complex G-modules. A semilinear mapping a: X-> Fis a semilinear G-isomor-

phism if it is bijective and satisfies the following two conditions:

(ax, ay) = (y, x),        Vx, y e X,

a(gx) = g(ax),        VxeX, VgeG.

We shall omit the proof of the following

Theorem 7. Le? W7 Z>e an irreducible complex G-module. Then there exists a

semilinear G-isomorphism a: W->W. It is unique up to a scalar factor of unit

modulus.

It is easy to see which complex G-modules V satisfy the condition of Theorem 6.

Let W be an irreducible complex G-module and write « = dim W.

If W is of the first kind and n is even, say n = 2k, then we can take V^kW.

If W is of the second kind then n is even, say n = 2k, and we can take V^kW.

If W is of the third kind we can choose an integer k (O^k^n) arbitrarily and

take V^kW@(n-k)W.

These examples exhaust all the possibilities for V (up to isomorphism).

In what follows we assume that V is the homogeneous component of type W

of CG and that Wis of the first kind. We shall determine all balanced vectors in V.

In this case V (resp. W) is isomorphic to the complexification of a real G-module

Vo (resp. W°). Vo is isomorphic to the homogeneous component of type W° of

RG. If (x, y) is the scalar product in a real G-module then we equip its complexifi-

cation with a scalar product defined by

(xj + ix2, yx + iy2) = (xj, yx) + (x2, y2) + i(x2, y¿ - i(xu y2)

where x1; x2, yu y2 are vectors from the real G-module and /' is the imaginary unit.

If x e F then we can write x=y+iz where y, z e Va. Let V°=V1@- ■ ■© Vn

be an orthogonal splitting of Va into irreducible submodules. We fix a system

/: W°->VT (Hr^fl) of G-isomorphisms. Then we can write J = 2"=i/r(.);r)>

z=2rn=i/r0r) where yT, zr e W°.

Using this notation we have

Theorem 8. Let V be the homogeneous component of type W of CG and assume

that W is of the first kind. Let eu ..., en be a fixed orthonormal basis of W° and

Jr = 2?=i «sA, zr = 2?=i ftres. Then x is balanced if and only if Re [(ysr)(ysr)*]=^

where Ym=«sr+ißsr.

Proof. The character x afforded by Wis real. If x is balanced in F then Re (gx, x)

= (\x\2/n)x(g)- This can be written as 2?=i [(gyr, yr) + (gzr, zr)]=ßx(g) where

p.= \x\2/n. Since W° is absolutely irreducible we have

2 K^n yr) + (Azr, zT)] = /* tr (A)
r = l

for all linear transformations A.
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We identify W° with its dual by using the scalar product. Thus we can identify

IF0 ® W° with the space of linear mappings W° -*■ W°. We have (a ® b)(u)

= (u, a)b. Taking A = a ® b we get

2 [(*, a)(b, yr) + (zr, a)(b, zT)] = ti(b, a).
r = l

Since this holds for arbitrary b we must have

n

2 Kyr,a)y, + (.zr,a)zr] = ¡xa.

Since this holds for all a we have

n

2  (yr®yT + Zr®Zr) = M
r=l

Put ¿=2?_! yr ® J'r, S=2?-l Zr ® ^r-

Then A and jB are commuting positive semidefinite operators. Writing yr and

zr as in the theorem we get

n      /  n \ n/n \

^=22 ""«trl^ ® et,       -0=22 ftA )es <8> e¡.
s,i = l   \r = l / s,i = l \r=l /

Since A + B=nl the theorem is proved.
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